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Guide for authors

1. Journal “Chemija” publishes original papers and review
articles in the field of chemistry. Papers offered for pub-
lication should not have been published elsewhere. Papers
should be submitted in English.

2. Articles should be headed by a concise but informa-
tive title. This should be followed by the names of authors
and by the name and address of the institution where the
work was carried out.

3. The main text of the paper will be divided into
Introduction, Experimental, Results and Discussion, Con-
clusions. The paper should be provided with list of Re-
ferences and Summary in Lithuanian (for Lithuanian
authors). An Abstract (not exceeding 200 words) and
2–5 key words must be provided at the beginning of each
article.

4. Authors are strongly recommended not to exceed
the limit of 16 typed double-spaced pages, with a wide
margin on the left.

5. Symbols, formulae, equations, indices, similar let-
ters should be set off clearly. Greek and Gothic letters
should be underlined in red and named in the margin when
first used. SI units should be used, chemical nomenclature
should be based on the IUPAC lists.

6. Tables, numbered consecutively with Arabic numer-
als, must be typed on separate sheets and provided with
headings that enable them to be comprehensible without
reference to the text.

7. The original of figures in greyscale (unless other-
wise agreed in advance) should be in a form suitable for
direct reproduction; figures should be drawn on plain
white paper or on tracing paper, line drawings should be
in black ink; computer-drawn diagrams should be pre-
pared on a high quality printer or plotter. Half-tone pho-
tographs should be included only if essential; they must
be submitted as black-and-white glossy prints of good

contrast. The author’s name (first only), the title of the
paper abridged, the number of the figure (and if necessary,
its top) will be written on the back of each figure with soft
pencil. Legends (captions) should be typed in sequence on
a separate page or pages and should be understandable
without reference to the text.

8. References (in Latin characters) should also be sub-
mitted on a separate sheet. The number of work, initials
and surnames of all authors (write “and” before the last
one) will be followed by:

a) for articles in journals – the journal title (in italics)
abbreviated as in Chemical Abstracts, volume (bold type),
first page, year of publication (in parentheses);

b) for collected articles – title of work (italics after
“in”), editors (in parentheses), volume, pages, publishing
house, place of publication, year (in parentheses);

c) for books – title, language in parentheses (if needed),
edition number and volume (if any), page and/or chapter
(if necessary), publishing house, place of publication, year
(in parentheses);

d) for patent – country, patent number (or application
number) and year of publication (in parentheses).

The title, names etc. written in Russian and other char-
acters should be transcribed as in Chemical Abstracts.

9. Summary in Lithuanian must be typed on a sepa-
rate sheet with the names of authors and the title.

10. Authors should submit the electronic version
of their manuscripts (Microsoft Word, Times New Roman
12-point only, file format for illustrations *.tiff, *.jpeg or
*.cdr) to: chemijavilnius@yahoo.com. The final version
of a manu-script should be submitted both in electronic
and paper forms (one copy). The paper copy should be
submitted to: Dr. A. Jagminienė, Institute of Chemistry, A.
Goštauto 9, LT-01108 Vilnius, Phone: (+370 5) 264 9362.

Subscription orders should be sent (by foreign customers) to:
Lithuanian Academy of Sciences Publishers,
Gedimino pr. 3, LT-01103 Vilnius, Lithuania.
Tel.: (+370 5) 261 3620. E-mail: leidykla@lma.lt
Price per volume (4 issues, postage included): EUR 92,-
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